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The Econic in urban logistics.

Delivering solutions. For today and tomorrow.
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The Econic.
Responsibility is why.
How do you develop a unique generation of commercial vehicles 
like the Econic? By not following any conventions. By just following 
your convictions.

It is centred around a uniquely pioneering cab concept, one of 
its kind in the world: Low Entry. Panoramic glazing, exemplary 
ergonomics, intuitive control systems. Everything is designed to 
assist the driver in interaction with the vehicle in the best possible 
way. And to master the particular challenges of the city safely  
and efficiently. Every day. For all road users.

Space is at a premium and the pace of life is picking up. At the 
same time, the demands on supply are steadily increasing. Get 
on board and see how the Econic brings new impetus to urban 
logistics. 

Econic – just a click away.
Information, stories, service. Discover the 
Econic with its innovative Low-Entry concept  
in MBS World.
 mbs.mercedes-benz.com

Econic. Just right for your transport requirements:
• Panoramic glazing for maximum visibility

•  Ergonomic, Low-Entry cab for minimum impact on health

• Innovative safety systems

• Sustainable and economical diesel and natural gas drive concepts

•  Variable body options for customised solutions in urban logistics,  
with a permissible gross vehicle weight of 18-26 t
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MBS WorldFind dealer or service partner

https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/special-trucks/find-your-partner.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
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Ergonomic. Efficient. Secure.
Even when life is getting faster. The Econic. 
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https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/special-trucks/find-your-partner.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
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The best all-round visibility and the latest assistance systems help reduce blind spots, 
helping maintain awareness of the changing environment around the Econic.

4

 • Panoramic glazing offers maximum visibility

 •  Low driver seat position for direct eye contact

 •  The mirror system extends the field of vision to 
include working areas and blind spots

 •  Optional: Blind Spot Camera System, Sideguard Assist

 • Pre-installation for reversing assistant

For better visibility. And caution.
Looking ahead – anticipatory driving with panoramic glazing.

Transporting safely in dense urban traffic, delivering punctually. Aboard the Econic the driver always 
has a good overview thanks to its panoramic glazing and low seating position. A direct view of street 
and pavement is a considerable advantage over conventional trucks and is important for the safety  
of more vulnerable road users. Because if you can see what is going on with your own eyes, you can 
drive in a more anti cipatory manner, assess hazardous situations better and react faster. The optional 
Blind Spot Camera System provides additional support and protection. Or the optional Sideguard 
Assist, which not only detects cyclists and pedestrians in the blind spot, but also warns the driver 
acoustically and visually. Pre-installation for a reversing assistant is also available. This makes 
reversing even safer.

City of London. The Econic complies with the most demanding  
regulations for the protection of cyclists and pedestrians: 
 mbs.mercedes-benz.com/initiative-clocs-en

Truck cab

Econic cab

The Econic: superior thanks to low seating position and maximum visual field.  
Road users are identified directly – and potential dangers may be avoided.

1   Blind Spot Camera 
System

2a  LHD Sideguard Assist

2b  RHD Sideguard Assist

3   Pre-installation for 
reversing assistant

 Imaging systems

 Sensor system
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https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/initiative-clocs-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/special-trucks/find-your-partner.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
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The safety assistance systems as a video story: 
 mbs.mercedes-benz.com/safety-systems

You can't stop children.  
But the Econic stops by itself. 
Drive safely with intelligent technologies.

Narrow streets, pedestrians, children on the way to school and cyclists – in tricky, 
busy situations, seconds can make all the difference. The Active Brake Assist emer-
gency braking system is standard for the Econic; it automatically triggers a braking 
manoeuvre if a risk of collision with stationary and moving objects is detected.  
The Econic features as many as ten safety assistants that reliably support the driver.  
This means: less stress at the wheel and more safety for the vulnerable road users.

 • Emergency braking assistant Active Brake Assist

 • Lane Keeping Assist

 • Optional: speed limiter for reversing

Only two steps make the difference.
Active health and safety protection at work through 
Low Entry. On every journey. 

Econic is designed precisely to support the driver perfectly. The Low Entry ensures that 
distribution work runs smoothly: convenient access, comfortable standing height in the 
interior and a door that opens by folding inwards to enable access and exit on the side 
facing away from traffic. In addition, an ergonomic seat, intuitively arranged instruments,  
a steering wheel with multi-function buttons and clearly arranged dashboard support  
provide health-friendly working conditions.

 • Ergonomic and Low-Entry concept 

 • Height-adjustable full air suspension on all axles

 • Pneumatic, fully-glazed kerb-side folding door

 • Cab floor allows through-cab access to driver’s seat

 • Low loading and unloading height
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https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/safety-systems
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/special-trucks/find-your-partner.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
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Less is more. 
Alternative drivelines, with natural gas. 

The natural-gas powered Econic NGT allows even more 
environmentally-conscious driving. Thanks to its innovative 
combustion and exhaust design it emits virtually no fine dust 
or soot particles. The combustion of natural gas pro duces 
around 20 % less CO2 than diesel. This means no restrictions 
on driving in low emission zones. When using biogas, a 
neutral CO2 balance is possible.
 

 •  Sustainable and environmentally compatible 
drive concept

 •  Powerful 7.7-litre Euro VI gas engine delivering 
222 kW (302 hp) and 1200 Nm torque

 •  Efficient Allison 6-speed automatic transmission 
with new Eco software

 •  Extremely low particulate matter emissions,  
CO2-neutral when biogas is used

 •  Especially quiet: falls below the statutory  
requirement of 80 dB (A)

 •  No restrictions on driving in low emission zones

 •  Powerful premium engine brake reduces  
mechanical brake wear

 •  Technological conditions make it possible  
to dispense with SCR catalytic converter,  
particulate filter and AdBlue admixture 

Clean, quiet, economic.  
Good reasons to look ahead.
Perfectly adjusted drive technologies with Euro VI.

Fine dust and traffic noise affect cities precisely in the places where short-radius distribution traffic has  
to make its way. Consequence: short-term driving bans and long-term effects on climate and health. The
Econic combines economy and environmental protection in an exemplary way with efficient Euro VI diesel
engines. Alternatively there is the innovative natural-gas drive, which is particularly low in emissions and 
extremely quiet - all with low operating costs. The Econic takes onto the road the responsibility that is 
expected of modern-day companies.

Everything you need to know about the Econic NGT:
 mbs.mercedes-benz.com/ngt-drive
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https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/ngt-drive
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/special-trucks/find-your-partner.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
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On the road for ROMA.
The Econic NGT as a semitrailer tractor.

Pulling away powerfully into the future: the Bavarian systems manufacturer for  
roller shutters, external venetian blinds and textile screens successfully uses the 
first Mercedes-Benz Econic semitrailer tractor for its factory traffic. With Euro VI 
natural gas drive. In terms of cost-effectiveness and environmental friendliness,  
this is a perfect contribution to ROMA's logistics and storage concept.

“By operating with natural gas, we are able to achieve the lowest possible 
emissions from the factory traffic between the production site and our new 
logistics centre.” 
Werner Riedmann, Head of Logistics and Dispatch, ROMA KG

 

Read the whole success story online: 
 mbs.mercedes-benz.com/logistics-roma

Always the perfect solution.
Individual bodies for every purpose.

Distribution transport requires maximum flexibility with regard to the transportation  
of goods.Thanks to various chassis variants, the body-friendly low frame and 
the optimum arrangement of the units, the Econic enables a wide range of body 
options for every logistics requirement. Whether lightweight or heavyweight, deep-
freeze bodies or beverage transport logistics, everything reaches its destination 
safely.

So that your business keeps on rolling.
Benefit from services.

Financing.
With Mercedes-Benz you can be certain that not only your vehicle,  
but also your financing package will suit you perfectly. 
 mbs.mercedes-benz.com/financing

Service nearby.
With over 1800 Econic service centres in more than 130 countries,  
we make sure that you get back on the road quickly.
 mbs.mercedes-benz.com/find-service-partner

 •  Body-friendly low frame

 •  Two cab variants

 •  Several axle and wheelbase variants

 • 18–26 t perm. GVW
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https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/logistics-roma
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/financing
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https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
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Please note: changes may have been made to the product since this publication went to press (17.01.2019). The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes 
to the design, form, colour and specification during the delivery period, provided that these changes, taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed 
reasonable with respect to the purchaser. Where the seller or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights 
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available in certain countries. Statements on legal and fiscal regulations and effects apply only to the Federal Republic of Germany at the time this publication went 
to press. To find out about the current status of these regulations and their implications, please ask your Mercedes-Benz Dealer.  
www.mercedes-benz-trucks.com/econic-en
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More information, pictures and videos on the topic online:

Mercedes-Benz Special Trucks World.

The Econic design.
Responsibly designed. Responsible in action.

Natural Gas Technology.
Quiet on the way. Economical in consumption.

Alternative drives: The Natural Gas Technology Econic 
turns waste into biogas.

No-Waste Disposal: Econic quickly proved its worth for 
refuse collectors in Karlsruhe, Germany.

Not a big deal for a professional: Econic with electronic 
tipper body compresses refuse.

https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/econic/waste-management/gas-is-brilliant.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/econic/waste-management/lewishams-market-force.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/econic/the-econic-design.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/econic/natural-gas-technology.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/econic/the-econic-design.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/econic/the-econic-design.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
https://mbs.mercedes-benz.com/en/econic/waste-management/no-waste-disposal.html?utm_source=ebrochure&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=ebrochure-econic-verteilerverkehr-en
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